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A HISTORY OF MODERN IRAN
REVISED AND UPDATED

In a radical reappraisal of Iran’s modern history, Ervand Abrahamian
traces its traumatic journey across the twentieth century, through the
discovery of oil, imperial interventions, the rule of the Pahlavis, and,
in 1979, revolution and the birth of the Islamic Republic. In the
intervening years, Iran has experienced a bitter war with Iraq, the
transformation of society under the rule of the clergy, and, more
recently, the expansion of the state and the struggle for power
between the old elites, the intelligentsia, and the commercial middle
class. The author, who is one of the most distinguished historians
writing on Iran today, is a compassionate expositor. While he adroitly
negotiates the twists and turns of the country’s regional and interna-
tional politics, at the heart of his book are the people of Iran, who
have endured and survived a century of war and revolution. It is to
them and their resilience that this book is dedicated, as Iran emerges
at the beginning of the twenty-first century as one of the most
powerful states in the Middle East.

ervand abrahamian is Distinguished Professor Emeritus of
History at Baruch College and Graduate Center, City University of
New York. His previous publications include The Iranian Mojahedin
(1989), Khomeinism (1993), and Tortured Confessions (1999).
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Praise for the first edition

“Ervand Abrahamian’s A History of Modern Iran is a splendidly well-
researched and well-written, interpretive overview of nineteenth- and
twentieth-century Iran. The main developments under the Qajar and
Pahlavi dynasties and under the Islamic Republic, the important role
of Shiism in Iran’s history, the origins of modernization, the quest for
democratic reform at various junctures, popular participation in the
revolutions of 1906 and 1979 – Abrahamian covers all this and much,
much more. This book, by a first-rate historian, is a must-read
for students and those interested in modern Iranian history.”
HALEH ESFANDIARI Director, Middle East Program, Woodrow
Wilson International Center for Scholars.

“Ervand Abrahamian’s authoritative overview of twentieth-century
Iran fills a large gap in the literature of Iranian studies. His predilec-
tion for social analysis and class studies provides an original prism
through which the reader gains fresh insights into the drama of
the drawn-out conflict between traditional vested interests and grow-
ing state power. Drawing on a lifetime of research and writing,
Abrahamian has produced a book that successfully combines erudi-
tion and original scholarship with accessibility. Specialists and
general readers alike will benefit greatly from its reading.”
ANDREW WHITLEY Director, UNRWA Representative Office.

“Ervand Abrahamian has done for Iran what de Tocqueville did for
France, showing how the revolution continued the work of the
ancien régime, through the ever increasing power of the state.”
EDWARD MORTIMER Senior Vice-President, Salzburg Global
Seminar.
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In memory of the more than three hundred political prisoners
hanged in 1988 for refusing to feign belief in the supernatural
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Preface

We view the past, and achieve our understanding of the past, only
through the eyes of the present.

E. H. Carr

This book is an introduction written primarily for general readers per-
plexed by the sound and fury of modern Iran. It tries to explain why Iran is
often in the news; why it often conjures up images of “Alice in
Wonderland”; why it has experienced two major revolutions in one cen-
tury – one of them in our own lifetime; and, most important of all, why it is
now an Islamic Republic. The book subscribes to E. H. Carr’s premise that
we historians inevitably perceive the past through our own times and
attempt to explain how and why the past has led to the present. This
premise can have an obvious pitfall – as Carr himself would have readily
admitted. If, by the time this book is published, the regime and even the
whole state has disappeared into the “dustbin of history” because of a major
external onslaught, then the whole trajectory of the book will appear to
have been misconceived. Despite this danger, I take the calculated risk and
work on the premise that if no ten-ton gorilla barges onto the scene, the
Islamic Republic will continue into the foreseeable future. Of course, in the
long run all states die. The period I cover is Iran’s long twentieth century –
starting from the origins of the Constitutional Revolution in the late 1890s
and ending with the consolidation of the Islamic Republic in the early
2000s.
Since this book is not a work of primary research intended for the

professional historian, I have dispensed with the heavy apparatus of aca-
demic publications. I have used endnotes sparingly to cite direct quota-
tions, support controversial statements, or elaborate further on needed
points. For readers interested in exploring specific topics, I have compiled
a bibliography at the end listing the more important, more recent, and
more available – mostly English-language – books. For transliteration,

xiii
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I have modified the system developed by the International Journal of
Middle East Studies, dispensing with diacritical marks, and, where possible,
adopting the spelling used in the mainstream media. Consequently, I have
Tehran instead of Teheran, Hussein instead of Husayn, Nasser instead of
Nasir, Mashed instead of Mashhad, Khomeini instead of Khom’ayni, and
Khamenei instead of Khamenehi.
I would like to thank Baruch College, especially the History

Department, for giving me the time to write this book. I would also like
to thank Marigold Acland for inviting me to undertake the task and for
guiding the manuscript through the whole process from inception to
publication. Thanks also go to Amy Hackett for editorial work and to
Helen Waterhouse for helping out in the publication process. Of course,
I am fully responsible for errors and views found in the book.

xiv Preface
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A Political Who’s Who of Modern Iran

ahmad shah (1896–1929) The last Qajar monarch. He ascended the
throne in 1909 while still a minor and did not come of age until 1914.
Lacking real power and fearful for his life, he left the country soon after
the 1921 coup. He died in Paris and was buried in Karbala.

ahmad i n e j a d , m ahmud (1956–) The conservative president elected
in 2005. Son of a blacksmith and veteran of the Iraqi war, he won the
presidential election campaigning on populist themes. He promised to
distribute the oil wealth to the people, revive the revolutionary ideals of
Khomeini, and deliver a final blow to the “one thousand families” who
have supposedly ruled the country for centuries. He was supported by
some of the most conservative ulama.

a l am , a s ad a l l ah (1919–78) The main confidant of Muhammad Reza
Shah. From a long line of notables in Sistan and Baluchestan known as
the “Lords of the Marches,” he joined the court in 1946 and served as an
advisor to the shah until his death at the beginning of the revolution.
Some speculate that his absence explains the shah’s vacillations in
1977–78 and thus the eventual revolution. His posthumously published
memoirs, however, support the view that he was very much part of the
larger problem.

a l a v i , b o zo rg (1904–95) A leading figure in modern Persian litera-
ture. Educated in Germany, he returned home in the 1930s, co-edited
Donya, was imprisoned for belonging to Arani’s circle, and, on his
release in 1941, helped found the Tudeh Party. Among his works are
his prison memoirs, The Fifty-Three. He was influenced by Kafka,
Freud, and Hemingway as well as by Marx. He was a close friend of
Sadeq Hedayat, another literary luminary.

a l - e ahmad , j a l a l (1923–69) The initiator of the “back to roots”
movement. He began his career as a Marxist in the Tudeh Party and

xv
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remained to his last days an intellectual skeptic, but increasingly in the
1960s searched for the cultural roots of Iran in Shi’ism. His best-known
work is Gharbzadegi, which literally means ‘Struck by the West’ but
whose argument is that Iran is being destroyed by a “plague coming
from the West.” He was one of the few intellectuals openly praised by
Khomeini.

a r an i , t aq i (1902–40) The father of Marxism in Iran. Educated in
Germany in 1922–30, he returned home to launch the journal Donya
(The World) and form an intellectual circle whose members later
founded the Tudeh Party. Sentenced to ten years’ imprisonment for
advocating “socialism” and “atheism,” he died in prison.

a shr a f , p r i n c e s s (1919–2016) The shah’s twin sister. A forceful
personality, she played an important role behind the scenes and helped
many young Western-educated technocrats attain wealth and high
office, especially cabinet posts. Some feel that she epitomized the
worst features of the regime. Others claim this is a misogynist’s view.

b ah ar , muhammad t aq i (m a l e k a l - s hu ’ a r a ) (1885–1952)
Poet laureate of classical Persian literature. He began his political life
as an active member of the constitutional movement and died as the
president of the pro-Tudeh Peace Partisans. In addition to his prolific
poetry, he wrote a well-known work entitled Short History of Political
Parties in Iran.

b an i - s a d r , s a y y e d a bu l -h a s s a n (1933–) Iran’s first president.
Although son of an ayatollah who had supported the 1953 coup, Bani-
Sadr sided withMossadeq and spent much of his adult life in Paris active
in the National Front and the Liberation Movement. He returned with
Khomeini in 1979 and briefly served as his president before accusing the
clergy of scheming to establish a “dictatorship of the mullahtariat.” He
had to escape back to Paris.

b a z a r g an , mehd i (1907–95) Khomeini’s first prime minister.
A deputy minister under Mossadeq, he was much more religious
than most of his National Front colleagues. In 1961, he founded the
Liberation Movement, committed to the ideals of Iranian national-
ism, Western liberalism, and Shi’i Islam. Secularists deemed him too
religious; the religious deemed him too secularist. He resigned his
premiership to protest the students taking over the US embassy in
1979.

xvi A Political Who’s Who of Modern Iran
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b ehb eh an i , s a y y e d a bda l l ah (1844–1910) One of the two aya-
tollahs prominent in the Constitutional Revolution. In the subsequent
fights between secular Democrats and the religious Moderates, he was
assassinated. His son, Ayatollah Muhammad Behbehani, actively sup-
ported the 1953 coup. The money spent in the bazaar for the coup was
known as “Behbehani dollars.”

borou j erd i , a yatollah aqa ha j j aqa hus s e in tabataba i

(1875–1961) The last paramount Shi’i leader. After a long seminary career
in Najaf and Boroujerd, in 1944 hemoved toQomwhere he soon gained
the reputation of being the supreme marja-e taqled. Although he
frowned on clerics participating in politics, he turned a blind eye to
those who helped the 1953 coup. His death prompted younger grand
ayatollahs to compete for his paramount position. It also prompted the
shah to launch the White Revolution.

cur zon , l o rd g eorg e (1859–1925) The British foreign minister so
enamored of Iran that he tried to incorporate it into his empire.
As a graduate student he traveled to Iran and published his classic
Persia and the Persian Question. His Anglo-Persian Agreement of 1919
created a nationalist backlash in Iran.

dehkhoda , a l i a k b a r (1879–1956) A leading intellectual in modern
Iran. A biting satirist during the Constitutional Revolution, he aroused
much opposition, especially from the clergy and the landed class. He
withdrew from politics and devoted his life to compiling his famous
Loqatnameh (Lexicon). In the chaotic days of August 1953, when the
shah fled the country, some radical nationalists offered him the pre-
sidency of their prospective republic.

e b ad i , s h i r en (1947–) Iran’s sole Nobel Prize winner. A young judge
in the last years of the old regime, she, together with all women, was
purged from the judiciary. She opened her own law firm specializing in
human rights, especially cases involving women or children. She was
awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 2003.

f a rman f a rma , f i r u z ( nows r a t a l - dowl eh ) (1889–1937)
Prominent notable. A scion of the famous Farmanfarma family and
descendant of Fath Ali Shah, he headed numerous ministries after World
War I and was one of the triumvirate that helped Reza Shah establish
a strong centralized state. The latter eventually imprisoned and then
murdered him. In prison, he translated Oscar Wilde’s De Profundis.

A Political Who’s Who of Modern Iran xvii
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f a t em i , s a y y e d hu s s e i n (1919–54) Mossadeq’s right-hand man
executed by the shah. A French-educated journalist, he was a vocal
and early supporter of the campaign to nationalize the oil industry.
He served Mossadeq in a number of capacities, including foreign
minister. After the coup, he was arrested and executed for “insulting
the royal family” and plotting to establish a republic. He is regarded as
a hero of the nationalist movement. He is one of the few National
Front leaders to have a street named after him by the Islamic
Republic.

hov e i d a , a b b a s (1919–79) The shah’s longest-lasting premier.
A career public servant, he was raised in a Bahai family – although he
himself was not a practicing Bahai – and was appointed premier in 1965,
when his patron, the previous premier, was assassinated by religious
fanatics. He remained in that post until 1977, when the shah, in an
attempt to mollify the opposition, first dismissed him and then had him
arrested. He was one of the first to be executed by the revolutionary
regime.

i s k anda r i , m i r z a s u l a yman (1862–1944) Qajar prince prominent
in the socialist movement for half a century. Opponent of royal despot-
ism, he participated in the Constitutional Revolution – his elder brother
fell victim to the civil war; helped lead the Democrat Party, 1909–21; was
imprisoned by the British in World War I; headed the Socialist Party in
1921–26; and returned to politics in 1941 to chair the Tudeh Party.

k a shan i , a y a t o l l ah s a y y e d a bu l - q a s s em (1885–1961)
The main cleric who first supported and then opposed Mossadeq.
A refugee from Iraq where his father had been killed fighting Britain
after World War I, he was arrested by the British in World War II. He
threw his weight behind Mossadeq when the campaign for the nationa-
lization of the oil industry began. He broke with Mossadeq in 1953,
avowedly because the latter did not implement the shari’a. His suppor-
ters vehemently deny that he actively supported the 1953 coup.

k a s r a v i , s a y y ed ahmad (1890–1946) Leading historian of modern
Iran, especially of the Constitutional Revolution. A staunch advocate of
national solidarity, he persistently denounced all forms of communalism
and sectarianism, including Shi’ism. His most controversial work is
Shi’igari (Shi’i-mongering). Denounced as an “unbeliever,” he was
assassinated. Khomeini, however, continued to keep on his shelves
Kasravi’s History of the Iranian Constitution.

xviii A Political Who’s Who of Modern Iran
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khamen e i , a y a to l l ah s a y y ed a l i (1939–) Khomeini’s successor
as Supreme Leader. From a minor clerical family in Azerbaijan, he
studied theology first in Mashed and then in Qom with Khomeini.
He did not attain prominence until after the revolution, when he held
a series of high positions – including, briefly, the presidency.
Immediately after Khomeini’s death, the regime elevated him to the
rank of ayatollah and hailed him as the new Supreme Leader. He
inherited Khomeini’s powers but not his charisma.

kha t em i , ho j j a t a l - i s l am s a y y ed muhammad (1944–)
Liberal president. Son of an ayatollah who was a close friend of
Khomeini, Khatemi studied theology in Qom and philosophy at
Isfahan University, in the process learning some English and German.
At the beginning of the revolution, he was administering the Shi’i
mosque in Hamburg. After the revolution, he headed the government
publishing house, sat in the Majles, and as culture minister aroused
conservative anger by relaxing the censorship on books and films.
Resigning from the ministry, he headed the national library and taught
political philosophy at Tehran University. Running on a reform plat-
form, he won the presidency twice – in 1997 and 2001 – both with
landslide victories.

khome i n i , a y a to l l ah s a y y ed ruhol l ah (1902–89)
Charismatic leader of the Islamic Revolution. Born into a clerical family,
he spent his early life in seminaries in Qom and Najaf. He entered
politics in 1963, when he denounced the shah for granting “capitula-
tions” to American military advisors. Deported, he spent the next
sixteen years in Najaf developing a new interpretation of Shi’i Islam.
He drastically expanded the traditional Shi’i concept of velayat-e faqeh –
from clerical jurisdiction over orphans, widows, and the mentally feeble
to clerical supervision over all citizens. He also combined clerical con-
servatism with radical populism. Returning triumphant in 1979, he was
hailed by the new constitution as Commander of the Revolution,
Founder of the Islamic Republic, Supreme Leader of the Islamic
Republic, and, most potent of all, Imam of the Muslim World –

a title Shi’is in the past had reserved for the Twelve Sacred Infallible
Imams.

moda rr e s , s a y y e d ha s s an (1870–1937) The main ayatollah
opposed to Reza Shah. A member of the Majles since 1914, he was
known chiefly as a parliamentary politician. He participated in the

A Political Who’s Who of Modern Iran xix
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national government that opposed the Allies in 1914–18, was a vocal
opponent of the 1919 Anglo-Persian Agreement, and tried to stem the
rise of Reza Shah. Banished to the provinces, he was eventually mur-
dered there. Modern Islamists view him as one of their forerunners.

mo s s ad eq , muhammad (mo s s ad eq a l - s a l t an eh )

(1881–1967) The icon of Iranian nationalism. From a long line of
notables, he studied in Europe and had a successful career in govern-
ment service until forced into retirement by Reza Shah. Returning to
politics in 1941, he gained fame first as an “incorruptible” deputy, and
then as leader of the National Front campaigning for the nationalization
of the British-owned oil company. Elected prime minister in 1951, he
promptly nationalized the oil industry and thus sparked off a major
international crisis with Britain. He was overthrown by the military
coup organized by the CIA in August 1953. Islamists distrusted him
because of his deep commitment to secular nationalism.

muhammad r e z a sh ah p ah l a v i (1919–80) Monarch overthrown
by the Islamic Revolution. He was raised by his father to be first and
foremost commander-in-chief of the armed forces. Ascending the
throne in 1941, he successfully warded off generals and notables who
tried to gain control of the armed forces. Consolidating power after the
1953 CIA coup, he ruled much like his father, using oil revenues to
expand drastically the state as well as the armed forces. He died soon
after the revolution – from cancer, which he had kept secret even from
his own family so as not to endanger his regime. He has been described
as a “majestic failure.”

na v a b - s a f a v i , s a y y ed mo j t a b a m i r - l owh i (1922–56)
Founder of Fedayan-e Islam – one of the first truly fundamentalist orga-
nizations in Iran. The group carried out a number of high-profile assassina-
tions between 1944 and 1952. It also made an attempt on Mossadeq’s main
advisor, and plotted to kill Mossadeq himself. It denied, however, having
taken part in the 1953 coup. Safavi was executed in 1956 after an assassina-
tion attempt on the then prime minister. The far rightists among
Khomeini’s followers deem Safavi as one of their forerunners.

nur i , s h e i kh f a z lo l l ah (1843–1909) Leading cleric opposed to the
Constitutional Revolution. A prominent theologian in Tehran, he initi-
ally supported attempts to limit royal power, but, growing fearful of the
secularists, ended up siding with the royalists. He issued fatwas accusing
reformers of being secret Babis, atheists, and freethinkers. Some were
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killed and executed in the civil war. After the war, he was hanged for
issuing such lethal fatwas. The modern Islamist movement regards him as
one of their very first “martyrs.”

qa v am , ahmad (q a v am a l - s a l t an eh ) (1877–1955) Most nota-
ble of the old notables. A court-supporter of the 1906 revolution – the
royal proclamation granting the country a constitution is reputed to
have been written in his calligraphic writing – he gained the aura of
a highly successful wheeler and dealer both in the Majles and in the
government. He headed four cabinets in the years before Reza Shah and
six after him. He had little regard for the young shah. Some credit him –

rather than Truman – with keeping Iran intact by persuading Stalin to
withdraw the Red Army from Azerbaijan. He died with his reputation
much tarnished, since in 1952 he had offered to replace Mossadeq as
prime minister.

r a f s an j an i , ho j j a t a l - i s l am a l i - a k b a r h a sh em i

(1934–2017) Reputed to be the éminence grise of the Islamic Republic.
Born into a prosperous agricultural family, he studied with Khomeini in
Qom, and was in and out of prison during the 1960s. He wrote a book in
praise of a nineteenth-century minister who had tried to industrialize
the country. After the revolution, he occupied numerous high positions
including the presidency and the chairmanship of the Expediency
Council. He was considered to be the most important person after the
Supreme Leader.

r e z a sh ah p ah l a v i (1878–1944) Founder of Iran’s centralized state.
Born into a military family, he rose through the ranks to the Cossack
Brigade – the country’s main fighting force at the time. He led a military
coup in 1921, and five years later crowned himself shah, replacing the
Qajar dynasty with his own Pahlavi family. He ruled with an iron fist
until 1941 when the British and Soviet armies invaded and forced him to
abdicate. He died three years later in South Africa. He left to his son not
only the crown but also a huge private fortune – considered at the time
to be one of the largest in the Middle East.

rouhan i , h a s s an (1948–) Moderate cleric elected president first in
2013 and again in 2017. Born into a non-clerical family in a village some
one hundred miles east of Tehran, he was educated mostly in Qom and
briefly in Glasgow. One of the youngest clerics to rally behind
Khomeini, he rose to the uppermost levels of the new regime before
being elected president.
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s a rd a r a s ’ a d b a kht i y a r i , j a f a r qu l i kh an (1882–1934)
Crucial figure in the civil war. He and fellow Bakhtiyari chiefs led tribal
contingents into Tehran, providing the constitutionalists with a decisive
victory. They turned some of the ministries into family fiefdoms until
ousted by Reza Shah. Sardar As’ad was murdered in prison.

s a y y ed z i y a ( a l - d i n t a b a t a b a i ) (1889–1969) Pro-British politi-
cian closely associated with the 1921 coup. An openly pro-British journalist,
he was appointed prime minister by Reza Khan in 1921, only to be ousted
a fewmonths later. Returning to Iran inWorldWar II after twenty years in
exile, he made numerous attempts to become prime minister again – often
with British support but invariably with Soviet and American opposition.
He had regular private audiences with the shah until his death.

s e p ahda r , muhammad v a l i kh an ( s e p ah s a l a r

a l - a z ’ am ) (1847–1926) Crucial figure in the civil war. A major land-
lord in Mazanderan and the nominal commander of the royal army, he
defected to the constitutionalists and thus helped seal the fate of the
monarchists. He headed eight different cabinets between 1910 and 1919.
In anticipation of being incarcerated by Reza Shah, he committed
suicide.

s h a r i a t i , a l i (1933–77) Considered the “real ideologue” of the Islamic
Revolution. Studying in France in the 1960s, he was strongly influenced
by theorists of Third World revolutions – especially by Frantz Fanon.
His prolific lectures – totaling some thirty-five volumes – aimed to
transform Shi’ism from a conservative apolitical religion into a highly
revolutionary political ideology competing with Leninism and Maoism.
His writings influenced many of the activists who took part in the
revolution. He died in exile on the eve of the revolution.

t a b a t a b a i , s a y y e d muhammad s ad eq (1841–1918) One of the
two ayatollahs prominent in the Constitutional Revolution. A secret
freemason, he played a leading role throughout the revolution and had
to flee the country after the 1909 coup. His son and namesake was to
become a major powerbroker in the Majles in the 1940s.

t a l e q an i , a y a to l l ah s a y y ed mahmud (1919–79) The most
popular cleric in Tehran during the revolution. A consistent supporter
of Mossadeq and a founding member of the Liberation Movement,
Taleqani enjoyed good rapport with all segments of the opposition –

with the National Front, the Mojahedin, and even Marxist groups. He
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organized the mass rallies of 1978. If he had not died soon after the
revolution, he might have provided a liberal counterweight to
Khomeini.

t aq i z ad eh , s a y y e d ha s s an (1874–1970) A leading intellectual–
politician of the Constitutional Revolution. As a firebrand deputy in the
First Majles, he spoke on behalf of the Democrat Party and aroused the
wrath of the conservative ulama, who issued fatwas against him. He
lived in exile from 1909 until 1924, returning home to take up
a ministerial position under Reza Shah. He also served as a senator
underMuhammad Reza Shah. Some see him as typifying the generation
of young radicals coopted into the Pahlavi regime.

vo s s uq , m i r z a h a s s an khan ( vo s s uq a l - dowl eh )

(1865–1951) Signatory to the notorious Anglo-Persian Agreement of
1919. A prominent notable, he served in numerous administrations
between 1909 and 1926. He was Qavam’s older brother.

y e p r em khan ( d a v i t i an ) (1868–1912) Leader of the Caucasian
fighters in the civil war. Member of the Armenian nationalist Dashnak
Party in Russia, he had been sent to Siberia from where he had escaped
to Iran. With the outbreak of the civil war, he led volunteers from the
Caucasus fighting on behalf of the constitutionalists under the slogan
“The Love of Freedom has No Fatherland.” Immediately after the civil
war, he was appointed police chief of Tehran and was killed fighting
insurgents.

z ah ed i , g en e r a l f a z lo l l ah (1897–1963) Nominal head of the
1953 CIA coup. A career officer from the Cossack Brigade, he was in and
out of favor with both Reza Shah and Muhammad Reza Shah. He was
imprisoned by the British in 1942 for having contacts with the Third
Reich. Appointed primeminister in 1953, he was eased out by the shah in
1955. He moved into exile and died in his luxury mansion in
Switzerland.
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Chronology

1901 D’Arcy Concession
1905 December Bastinadoing of merchants
1906 July Protest in British legation
1906 August Royal promise of constitution
1906 October First Majles opens
1907 August Anglo-Russian Convention
1908 First oil well
1908 June Coup d’état
1909 Anglo-Persian Oil Company formed
1909 July Revolutionaries capture Tehran
1909 November Second Majles opens
1911 Russian ultimatum
1912 British Navy converts from coal to oil
1919 August Anglo-Persian Agreement
1921 February Coup d’état
1925 Constituent Assembly terminates the Qajar dynasty
1926 Coronation of Reza Shah
1927 Abolition of Capitulations
1928 New dress code
1933 Cancellation of D’Arcy Concession
1934 Official name change of Persia to Iran
1941 August Anglo-Soviet invasion
1951 Oil nationalization
1953 CIA coup
1963 White Revolution
1974 Quadrupling of oil prices
1975 Creation of Resurgence Party
1979 February Islamic Revolution
1979 November Students take the US embassy
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December Referendum for the Islamic constitution
1980 January Bani-Sadr elected president
1980 September Iraq invades Iran
1981 June Mojahedin uprising; Bani-Sadr dismissed; Khamenei

elected president
1983 Iran invades Iraq
1988 Iran–Iraq War ends
1989 Khomeini dies; Khamenei elected Supreme Leader;

Rafsanjani elected president
1997 Khatemi elected president
2005 Ahmadinejad elected president
2013 Rouhani elected president
2017 Rouhani re-elected president
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Glossary

akhund derogatory term for cleric (rouhani)
arbab landlord
ashraf aristocrat
a’yan notable
ayatollah high-ranking cleric (lit. “sign of god”)
basej support volunteer fighters (lit. “mobilized”)
chadour long covering for women (lit. “tent”)
dowlat government, state
faqeh expert on feqh (religious law)
fatwa religious pronouncement
fedayi fighter; self-sacrificer
hakim lieutenant-governor
hojjat al-islam middle-ranking cleric (lit. “proof of Islam”)
husseinieh religious center
kadkhuda headman
keshvar country, kingdom, state
komiteh committee
mahalleh district, town ward
majles meeting, parliament
maraj-e taqled most senior authorities of the law (singular marja-e

taqled)
mehan nation, country, homeland, fatherland/motherland
mellat nation, people
melli national
mojahed fighter; crusader
mojtahed high-ranking cleric
mostazafen the meek, oppressed, exploited, wretched of the earth
mostowfi accountant
mullah derogatory term for cleric (rouhani)
pasdar guards
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qanat underground canal
qazi judge
rouhani cleric
rousari headscarf
rowshanfekr intelligentsia, intellectual
sayyed male descendant of the Prophet
shahed martyr
shari’a religious law
takiyeh religious theater
taziyeh passion play
tuyul fief
ulama clergy
‘urf state or customary law
vali governor
vaqf religious endowment (plural awqaf)
vatan homeland, place of birth
velayat-e faqeh guardianship of the jurist
vezir minister
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